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Abstract—The synergy-based motion generation of current
anthropomorphic hands generally employ the static posture syn-
ergy, which is extracted from quantities of joint trajectory, to de-
sign the mechanism or control strategy. Under this framework, the
temporal weight sequences of each synergy from pregrasp phase
to grasp phase are required for reproducing any grasping task.
Moreover, the zero-offset posture has to be preset before start-
ing any grasp. Thus, the whole grasp phase appears to be unlike
natural human grasp. Up until now, no work in the literature
addresses these issues toward simplifying the continual grasp by
only inputting the grasp pattern. In this paper, the kinematic syner-
gies observed in angular velocity profile are employed to design the
motion generation mechanism. The kinematic synergy extracted
from quantities of grasp tasks is implemented by the proposed
eigen cam group in tendon space. The completely continual grasp
from the fully extending posture only require averagely rotating
the two eigen cam groups one cycle. The change of grasp pattern
only depends on respecifying transmission ratio pair for the two
eigen cam groups. An illustrated hand prototype is developed based
on the proposed design principle and the grasping experiments
demonstrate the feasibility of the design method. The potential
applications include the prosthetic hand that is controlled by the
classified pattern from the bio-signal.

Index Terms—Anthropomorphic hand, design principle,
kinematic synergy, mechanical implementation.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE human hand has a large number of mechanical
degrees of freedom (DoF), which offer great flexibility

to perform skillful grasp and manipulation [1]. When a hand
performs any complex task, all its finger joints are closely
coordinated over time. It is a particular challenge to control
each joint of an anthropomorphic hand to precisely replicate
the kinematic and dynamic characteristic of the time-varying
posture of human hand in a complex task [2]. The most
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complex point is how to generate so many channels of con-
trol signals to coordinate the joints. In many cases, only very
limited channels are available, such as the prosthetic hand con-
trolled by a bio-signal. Thus, under this situation, the functional
versatility and motion controllability seem to be incompatible
for the anthropomorphic hand.

Since an under-actuated mechanism can reach the tradeoff
between the versatile function and a few input channels, de-
signing an anthropomorphic hand based on the under-actuation
principle attracts lots of attention and many types of under-
actuated mechanisms are proposed in the literature to address
this issue. Some are based on linkages [3]–[5], some are based
on tendon-actuated mechanisms [6]–[8], while others are based
on flexible actuators [9]–[11]. Due to the self-adaptation to the
object grasped, the under-actuated hands have well compliance
in limited inputs [12]. However, an under-actuated hand cannot
produce fruitful postures in free space because the finger joints
are not independently controlled. Unlike the under-actuated
mechanism, the dimensionality reduction based techniques in
the literature toward finding a lower-dimensional representation
of the original grasp data, which also provides a potential way
to address this problem. The dimensionality reduction meth-
ods generally consist of nonlinear and linear types. The most
recent representatives of nonlinear approaches include the Gaus-
sian process latent variable model [13] and unsupervised kernel
regression [14]. The most commonly used linear approach is
principal component analysis (PCA). The principal component
or synergy [15]–[22] observed from the human hand grasping
activities couple all joints to form a specified static or time-
varying posture. Any posture or continual time-varying posture
can be approximated by a linear combination of a few significant
synergies. Compared with the nonlinear approaches, the PCA
method is more feasible to be implemented by the real-time
algorithm [23]–[27] and drive mechanism [28]–[30].

In the literature, much work has been done in applying the
principle of synergy to deal with motion generation of anthro-
pomorphic hands via a few inputs. These inputs are the weight
for combining several static posture synergies. For example,
two [23] and three [24] postural synergies are used to con-
trol 24 actuators in the ACT hand. Other examples include
the use of two synergies in the DLR II hand [25], four syn-
ergies in the SAH hand [26], two synergies in the UB Hand
IV [27], etc. Matrone et al. use the X–Y coordinates of mouse
cursor in screen [31] or two channels of sEMG from human
wrist [32] as two control-inputs for the CyberHand. Differ-
ent from the software regulation in the aforementioned works,
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the posture synergies were implemented via a designed mecha-
nism in tendon space [28].

The common characteristic of the motion generation of these
anthropomorphic hands is that the used posture synergy is static
and has no temporal characteristics. Thus, the implementation
of a time-varying posture for a particular grasping movement is
dependent on carefully specifying the time-varying weights of
each synergy. The general procedure for determining the value
of weights for a particular grasping movement is that: first, ad-
just the hand to the zero-offset posture in which the weights
of each synergy equal to zero. Second, open the hand to the
fully extension posture. Third, close the hand to the suitable
grasping posture. Finally, compute the corresponding weights
at the two boundary postures. The intermediate temporal values
of weight for this grasping movement are solved by linearly
interpolating the weights corresponding to these three postures
assuming appropriate time interval [27]. The hand should be
in the zero-offset posture before starting any grasping move-
ment. The temporal weights from simple interpolation cannot
ensure that it precisely duplicates the practical values, which af-
fects the hand’s performance. Moreover, the temporal sequence
of weights depend on the prespecified grasp configuration for
the considered object, which affects the hand’s performance in
an unstructured environment. In most cases, what can be pro-
vided before grasp is the grasp pattern but not the final grasp
configuration. Thus, the continual motion generation based on
static posture synergy requires well-defined conditions that may
limit its potential application.

To address these issues, we investigate mechanical imple-
mentation of the angular velocity synergy and propose gen-
eral design principle of an eigen cam group to implement
such type of synergy. The mechanical implementation of
synthesizing and regulating synergic velocity are also stud-
ied. Based on the design principle, we propose a prototype
of anthropomorphic hand, as shown in Fig. 1, whose con-
tinual grasp from initial posture to the final grasp posture
only require averagely rotating the two input shafts one cycle
under particular transmission ratio.

The major contribution of this paper is the first presentation
of the design principle of mechanically implementing the angu-
lar velocity synergy, i.e., kinematic synergy, and the continual
grasping movement is only dependent on the transmission ratio
pair that can be considered as grasp pattern in practical appli-
cations. The tough procedure to compute the temporal weight
sequence of each synergy for different grasp tasks is eliminated,
and the presetting zero-offset posture before any grasp is not
required any more. Thus, the control complexity is dramati-
cally reduced. The most attractive advantage of the proposed
method is that the whole period of continual motion is fully
governed by a discrete signal, which is the potential to design
a prosthetic hand that is controlled by a pattern signal decoded
from the sEMG.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
mathematical background about the angular velocity synergy
and its application in motion approximation is introduced. The
experiment paradigm for synergy extraction and statistical anal-
ysis are given in Section III. In Section IV, the method of

Fig. 1. Prototype of anthropomorphic hand based on the proposed design
principle in this paper.

mechanism design is represented to implement the angular
velocity synergy. A prototype of an anthropomorphic hand is
developed based on the proposed method. The motion simu-
lation and demonstration of grasping experiment are given in
Section V. The discussion and conclusion are presented in
Sections VI and VII, respectively.

II. ANGULAR VELOCITY SYNERGY

Before giving the detail of the design method, we begin with
a brief overview of the mathematical form of angular velocity
synergy. If n joints are considered and the period of grasp or
manipulation is averagely sampled ts times in one trial, the
angular velocity evolvement of the hand joints at the duration
can be represented as

v = [ω1(t1) · · · ω1(ts) · · · ωn (t1) · · · ωn (ts) ]
(1)
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where the element ωi(tj ) is the ith joint velocity at the tj th
sample (t1 represents the first sample at initial time and ts
represents the final sample at end time). Given N trials for
grasping or manipulating of different objects, a velocity matrix
can be defined by

V =

⎡
⎢⎣

v1
...

vN

⎤
⎥⎦ (2)

where vi (i = 1 · · ·N ) is the ith trial of grasping or manipula-
tion. This joint velocity matrix can be rewritten as product of
three smaller matrices by singular value decomposition (SVD),
which is illustrated by (3). Each row of the third matrix S is
called a principal component (or called a synergy). The singu-
lar values are diagonally arranged from largest to smallest in
second matrix

V = Udiag
{

λ1 · · · λm

}
S. (3)

According to the importance of elements of the diagonal
matrix, the matrix V can be approximated by V̂ if the first k
principal components account for more than 80% of the total
variance of the entire trial data [15]

V ≈ V̂ = WkSk (4)

where Wk = Ukdiag
{

λ1 · · · λk

}
, Uk is the first k columns

of matrix U, and Sk is the first k rows of matrix S. In fact,
according to our experimental data from human grasping move-
ment, seeing the next section, the first two rows of the matrix S
can account for 88% of the total variance, which is consistent
with the statistical analysis result in [18]. We think these two
principal components are sufficient to account for the variance
of the entire trial data. Thus, the (4) can be written as

V ≈ W2S2 =⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

w1
1 w2

1
...

...
w1

q w2
q

...
...

w1
N w2

N

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

[
s1

1(t1) · · · s1
1(ts) · · · s1

n (t1) · · · s1
n (ts)

s2
1(t1) · · · s2

1(ts) · · · s2
n (t1) · · · s2

n (ts)

]

(5)
where the scalars of w1

i and w2
i corresponding to the ith row

of matrix V are weights associated with the two principal com-
ponents. Each principal component, i.e., the angular velocity
synergy, is averagely sampled ts times. To further explicit rep-
resentation, each row of V, i.e., vi , corresponding to one trial
can be written as

vi ≈
[
w1

i w2
i

]
S2 (6)

or rewritten in following form:

⎡
⎢⎣

ω1(t1) · · · ω1(ts)
...

ωn (t1) · · · ωn (ts)

⎤
⎥⎦

i

≈ w1
i

⎡
⎢⎣

s1
1(t1) · · · s1

1(ts)
...

s1
n (t1) · · · s1

n (ts)

⎤
⎥⎦ + w2

i

⎡
⎢⎣

s2
1(t1) · · · s2

1(ts)
...

s2
n (t1) · · · s2

n (ts)

⎤
⎥⎦

(7)
where each row of the matrices at the two sides of (7) corre-
sponds to one joint velocity evolvement at the duration of the
hand movement. The reduced form of (7) for the ith joint is
given by

ωi |ts

t1
≈ w1

i s1
i

∣∣ts

t1
+ w2

i s2
i

∣∣ts

t1
i = 1, . . . , n. (8)

Although the elements of each angular velocity synergy are
discretely represented in (7) due to discrete sampling, it must
be noted that each element is a continually varying function of
time. This characteristic of velocity synergy is different from
the static posture synergy whose element is a constant scalar
value. The static posture synergy just represents the principal
motion direction in the joint space, and it cannot describe how to
coordinate joints across time. The velocity synergy represents
the eigen evolvement along the motion time. It just needs to
specify one single weight for each velocity synergy to construct
the continual time-varying posture for a complete manipulation.
When initial hand posture is specified as the naturally full-
extended fingers, the hand posture at each time during the motion
period can be obtained by integrating angular velocity synergy.

In this paper, we aim to develop the design method toward
reducing the control complexity and minimizing the quantity
of input to implement the continual grasping movement. In the
following sections, we will show how to achieve this goal by
implementing the angular velocity synergy described by (7) in
a mechanical manner.

III. KINEMATIC SYNERGY EXTRACTION

Here, we use the CyberGlove II to record the joints angle of
the human hand during grasping objects with different shapes.
Three healthy right-hand subjects wearing the CyberGlove are
instructed to grasp each object shown in Fig. 2 for three times in
appropriate grasp patterns. The initial posture of each grasp is
with fully extended fingers and the abduction between the thumb
and index finger is in the comfortable status (see Fig. 2). Each
grasping movement is averagely performed in 3 s including one
second for the start and one second for the end of the grasp to
ensure the zero velocity at the two ends. The involved grasp pat-
terns follow the grasp taxonomy proposed by Cutkosky [33]. In
our experiment, each object is grasped in different feasible types
as many as possible. Finally, there are 322 grasping movements
performed in total. Here, we only consider eleven sensors that
correspond to the thumb rotation, metacarpophalangeal (MCP),
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Fig. 2. Initial posture of each grasping movement (at left upper corner), the
involved objects for grasping (at right corner), and the typical grasp patterns
summarized in [33].

and interphalangeal joints of the thumb, and the MCP and prox-
imal interphalangeal (PIP) joints of the other four fingers. These
eleven joints can capture most characteristics of the human
hand in grasping tasks. Note that the distal interphalangeal
(DIP) joints are not considered because the flexion of the
DIP joint of a finger is about two-thirds of that of the
PIP joint [34].

Due to the resolution limit of the glove sensor, the raw tra-
jectory of each joint shows a step profile that it is not suitable
for derivative operation. All the raw data from the glove sensors
are first fitted by a third-order spline with boundary constraints.
Then, the resampled data are filtered using a low-pass Butter-
worth filter at a cut-off frequency of 2 Hz. Finally, the excess
stationary region at start and end stage is truncated and only
the interval between onset time and mainly stopping time is re-
served. Then, the motion time is normalized to one second for
velocity derivation.

The velocity synergies are extracted by applying the SVD
procedure to the derived velocity data. Upon this result, the first
and second synergies account for approximately 80% and 88%
of the total variance, respectively. Fig. 3 illustrates how suffi-
ciency of synergy numbers account for the total variance of the
entire training data. Error bars indicate standard deviation across
subjects. The sufficiency of the synergy number is similar to the
statistical result in [18]. Although the first three or more syner-
gies can give more precision to account for the total variance,
mechanically implementing more synergies will dramatically
increase mechanism complexity comparing with mechanically
implementing two synergies. This is one of the points where
we only employ the first two synergies to replicate the grasp-
ing movement. The waveforms of the first two synergies are
shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 3. Fraction of variance illustrating in bars is accounted by increasing
number of synergies. Error bars indicate the standard deviation across subjects.

Fig. 4. Cam mechanism generating time-varying translation in tendon space.
The axes of disc and cam are aligned. Notice that there is only one cable in
this mechanism which two end-tips of the cable are fixed on cam and disc,
respectively.

IV. MECHANISM DESIGN

A. Transmission Mechanism Design

1) Cam Design Principle: The angular velocity profile of the
element in one synergy is realized by a combined mechanism
consisting of a cam, disc, and pulley. As shown in Fig. 4, the
cam and disc are fixed together. The radius of the cam is the
function of the rotational angle. The radii of cam and the disc at
initial rotational angle are equal. When the input-shaft rotates
at constant angular velocity, the differential motion between
the input angle dα and output translation dy has the following
relationship:

rb(α)dα − radα = 2dy. (9)

Here, the dy is described in tendon space and it can map
to joint space just by winding a cable around the axis of a
revolutionary joint. In this section, we call the revolutionary
joint design-reference-finger-joint whose radius and differential
rotation are denoted by rs and dαs respectively. If the output
translation dy in tendon space is applied to the design-reference-
finger-joint, the dy can be represented as dy = rsdαs . After
taking it into (9), we obtain

rb(α)dα − radα = 2rsdαs (10)
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Fig. 5. Two most significant angular velocity synergies extracted from grasping trials. (a) the first significant angular velocity synergy, (b) the second significant
angular velocity synergy. The abbreviated letters T, I, M, R, and P correspond to thumb, index finger, middle finger, ring finger, and pinky finger, respectively.

and dividing both sides of (10) by differential time dt, the ex-
pression about the radius of cam is formulated as

rb(α) = 2rs
s(t)

ω̄(t)0 �→α
+ ra (11)

where s(t) = dαs/dt can be considered as the angular velocity
of one joint in velocity synergy and ω̄(t)0 �→α = dα/dt denotes
the constant angular velocity of the input axis in the range
between 0 and α. In this section, we call ω̄ input-reference-
rotation. According to (11), if the radii of the cam’s disc and
design-reference-finger-joint, i.e., ra and rs , are specified, re-
spectively, the radius of cam about the rotation angle α is partic-
ularly determined. This cam mechanism will ensure the velocity
profile of design-reference-finger-joint to follow one waveform
of the velocity synergy when the input-shaft rotates angle α
from 0 radian at constant velocity ω̄ in one second. Because the
velocity amplitudes in velocity synergy are generally small, the
rs is not the real radius of finger joint but more likely the scaling
coefficient of the radius. In order to simplify the problem, the
values of the ra for all components of synergy are assumed to
be same. Similarly, the values of the rs for all components of
synergy are also assumed to be same. Under these assumptions,
the cam radius at angle α is dependent on the magnitude of the
corresponded component of synergy at time t when the input
axis rotates to angle α.

Considering that the contour of cam should be continually
smooth, we assume that the finger joint flexes from initial angle
to the target angle when the input-shaft averagely rotates one
cycle in one second. This assumption means that the maximum
rotational angle of the input-shaft is 2π radian and the input-
reference-rotation ω̄ is 2π rad/s. When input-shaft rotates back
from 2π radian, the hand joints return to their initial position by
the torsional springs installed at finger joint axes. For example,
if the radii of cam’s disc ra and design-reference-finger-joint
rs are set as ra = 10 mm and rs = 150 mm, using the first
angular velocity synergy shown in Fig. 5 as the values of s, the
resulting radii of cam and associated disc for the last ten joints
are given in Fig. 6.

2) Cam Contour Correction: Note that some components
of the second angular velocity synergy, such as R-MCP, R-
PIP, P-MCP, and P-PIP, have obviously minus velocity profile
which will result in the corresponding cam with concave contour
according to the design formula (11) [see Fig. 7(a)]. Because
the concave contour brings noncontinual contact between the
cable and cam surface, the outputted velocity profiles will not
follow profiles of the synergy. This problem can be solved by
rotating the cam 180° around the axis that is parallel to the
direction of translation of movable pulley, and then change the
cable winding in reverse manner (see the exampled cam 3 in
Fig. 8). The design formula for this type of cam is modified as
follows:

r′b(α) = −2rs
s(t)

ω̄(t)0 �→α
+ ra (12)

where s(t) corresponds to the special component which has
obviously minus profile, such as R-MCP, R-PIP, P-MCP, and
P-PIP in the second synergy. The corrected contour of the cams
corresponding to these four components of the second synergy
are shown in Fig. 7(b).

3) Time-Varying Posture Synthesis: In this section, we will
use the cam mechanism proposed in the previous section to syn-
thesize the time-varying posture in velocity profile represented
by (7). The mechanism principle of angular velocity synthesis
for one joint is shown in Fig. 9. This mechanism can be decom-
posed into two parts according to function: synergic velocity
generator and ratio regulator. The synergic velocity generator
is the above-proposed cam mechanism. The ratio regulator is
similar to a cylindrical cone and has continual varying diameter
along axis. The 3-D solid model of the ratio regulator is given
in Fig. 10. The diameter ratio of end section to other section
is variable and can be viewed as amplifier to scale the velocity
outputted from the synergic velocity generator, thus, further to
regulate the outputted velocity of synthesis pulley. In following
section, we call the diameter ratio of end section to other section
transmission ratio.
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Fig. 6. Exampled cams and associated discs related to rotational angle in polar coordinate (radius-angle, unit: mm-degree) corresponding to the ten joints of the
first kinematic synergy. The red solid curves represent the cam contour and the blue dash dot cycles represent the disc rigidly attached to cam.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the cams contour in polar coordinate (radius-angle, unit:
mm-degree) between (a) before correction and (b) after correction corresponding
to the four components R-MCP, R-PIP, P-MCP, and P-PIP in the second synergy.

Fig. 8. Three exampled cams attach on the input-shaft. Notice that the cam
3 is prerotated 180° around the Y-axis paralleling to the translation direction
of movable pulley, which is to generate obviously minus velocity profile of
component in velocity synergy.

As shown in Fig. 9, the output dyi for the ith joint
(i = 1, . . . , 11) is given by

K1(r1
bidα1 − r1

adα1) + K2(r2
bidα2 − r2

adα2) = 4dyi (13)

Fig. 9. Combining the two cam mechanisms to implement the kinematic syn-
ergy. The output velocity is synthesized in tendon space and can be transferred
to the joint space through cable.

Fig. 10. 3-D model of the ratio regulator. (a) The initial configuration,
(b) section view, (c) working configuration. The transmission ratio between the
motion-input cable and motion-output cable can be freely adjusted by moving
slipping ring on the axis when ratio regulator at initial configuration (corre-
sponding to the initial hand posture).

where K1 and K2 are the transmission ratio corresponding to the
first and second ratio regulator, respectively. r1

bi and r2
bi are the

cam radii corresponding to the components of first and second
velocity synergy, respectively. r1

a and r2
a are the radii of cam

associated disc corresponding to cam r1
bi and r2

bi , respectively.
If we apply dyi to the ith finger joint of the anthropomorphic
hand, it can be reasonably formulated as dyi = ro

i dαo
i in which

ro
i and dαo

i denote radius and differential rotation of the ith finger
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joint, respectively. In order to simplify the velocity synthesis and
focus on the motion analysis within the tendon space, we assume
the radius of all the finger joints ro

i are same and equal to ro .
The (13) can be rewritten in the following form:

K1ω1

4ro (r1
bi − r1

a) +
K2ω2

4ro (r2
bi − r2

a) = ωo
i (14)

where ω1 = dα1
/
dt, ω2 = dα2

/
dt, and ωo

i = dαo
i /dt. The ω1

and ω2 denote the rotational velocity of shaft 1 and 2, respec-
tively. The ωo

i denotes angular velocity of the ith hand joint.
According to the cam design principle in the previous section,
the ω1 and ω2 are both equal to the input-reference-rotation ω̄,
i.e., 2π rad/s. From (11), we have

r1
bi − r1

a = 2r1
s s1

i

/
ω̄ (15)

r2
bi − r2

a = 2r2
s s2

i

/
ω̄ (16)

where s1
i and s2

i represent the ith component of the first and sec-
ond velocity synergy in (7), respectively. Similarly, the r1

s and r2
s

are the radius of design-reference-finger-joint corresponding to
the first and second velocity synergy, respectively. After putting
them into (14), the angular velocity of ith joint of hand is given
by

ωo
i =

r1
s

2ro K1 · s1
i +

r2
s

2ro K2 · s2
i , i = 1, . . . , 11. (17)

Comparing (8) and (17), we basically implement the kine-
matic synergy synthesis via the proposed cam mechanism. To
perform one particular grasping task from an initial fully ex-
tending posture, it only needs to specify the transmission ratio,
i.e., K1 and K2 , and then the two input-shafts rotate one cycle
at speed of input-reference-rotation ω̄, i.e., 2π rad/s.

4) Design Parameters Optimization: In the previous sec-
tions, we have made three assumptions about the design pa-
rameters to simplify the mechanism design: The radii rs of
design-reference-finger-joint corresponding to all components
of one synergy are same, the radii ra of disc associated with
cam corresponding to all components of one synergy are same,
and the joint radii ro of all fingers are same. Changing rs and
ra will affect the size of cams. Proper rs and ro can limit the
transmission ratio in lower range which brings the ratio regula-
tor in compact size. In order to limit the size of the cams and
ensure the ratio regulator with compact size, a simple optimiza-
tion procedure corresponding to each velocity synergy can be
formulated as

min : f(rk
s , rk

a , ro) = 2rk
s

∣∣sk
i

∣∣
max

/
(2π) + rk

a , k = 1, 2
subject to :
0 < Kk =

∣∣wk
∣∣
max

/
rk

s

2r o ≤ β

ro
min ≤ ro ≤ ro

max
ramin ≤ rk

a ≤ ramax
(18)

the meaning of objective function is to limit the maximum radius
of cam corresponding to the joint with most maximum velocity
peak in kinematic synergy. The first constraint condition is to
limit the transmission ratio in proper range so that size of the
ratio regulator is compact.

TABLE I
VALUE OF BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR OPTIMIZATION

Boundary parameters value Boundary parameters value

β 2 ra m a x , ra m in 15 mm, 10 mm
r o

m a x , r o
m in 10 mm, 5 mm

TABLE II
OPTIMAL RESULT FOR THE CAM MECHANISM

First kinematic synergy Second kinematic synergy

Parameters Value Parameters Value

r 1
s 300 mm r 2

s 102.5 mm
r 1

a 10.0 mm r 2
a 10.0 mm

r o 5.0 mm r o 5.0 mm
optimal value of
objective function

24.8 mm optimal value of
objective function

15.3 mm

Before optimization, several parameters should be specified
firstly. The maximum absolute peak in two kinematic synergies,
i.e.,

∣∣s1
i

∣∣
max and

∣∣s2
i

∣∣
max , can be determined from the velocity

synergies shown in Fig. 5 and here their value are found to
be 0.16 and 0.17 rad/s, respectively. The maximum absolute
weight, i.e.,

∣∣w1
∣∣
max and

∣∣w2
∣∣
max , which can also be found

from the SVD result of the motion capture data, are 56 and 18,
respectively. Other boundary conditions are given in Table I.
Using the boundary optimization procedure in MATLAB, the
optimal results of the design parameters under given constraint
are obtained (see Table II).

B. Prototype Design

According to the optimal result, the radii of the finger joints
corresponding to the first and second synergy are the same value,
which is consistent with the design assumption. The resultant
cams can be assembled sequentially one by one on a common
axis. These cams are fixed on the axis so that the grouped cams
have same angular velocity. We call the grouped cams as the
eigen cam group. According to the optimized parameters, the
prototypes of the two eigen cam groups are shown in Fig. 11. In
order to change the transmission ratio conveniently, the conoid
surface of the ratio regulator along axis is separated into multi-
grooves whose radii are increased one by one. The improved
ratio regulator and its assembly are shown in Fig. 12. The num-
ber of grooves are not optimized here, but just in the range that
the selectable radius ratios can meet most of the grasp task. Ac-
cording to (17), changing the transmission ratio will scale the
magnitude of the synergetic velocity outputted from the cam
mechanism, which will alter the maximum translation of cable
winding around the synthesis pulley. It must be noted that this
maximum translation cannot be changed just by varying the ro-
tation speed of the input shaft, because one cycle rotation of
the cam fixes the output distance of movable pulley in the cam
mechanism irregardless of the rotation speed.

The first version of the anthropomorphic hand prototype is
developed, as shown in Fig. 13, for illustrating how to use the
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Fig. 11. Two eigen cam groups corresponding to the two angular velocity
synergies in Fig. 5.

Fig. 12. 3-D solid model of the improved ratio regulator and local view of
their assembly on a common axis.

two eigen cam groups to generate the continual grasping move-
ment. Two local views are also provided to illustrate the main
components, i.e., springs in the cable routers and the veloc-
ity synthesis mechanism. The detailed cable router in the drive
mechanism are shown in Fig. 14. There are 15 joints in the
current hand prototype with five similar fingers and each finger
has three flexion/extension joints. The typical finger mechanism
with cable router are shown in Fig. 15. The index, middle, ring,
and pinky finger are all have two active joints (proximal and
medial joint) and one coupled joint (distal joint). As shown in
Fig. 15, the tendon driving the medial joint passes through the
axis of proximal joint so that the coupled motion between me-
dial and proximal joint due to winded cable is suppressed. The
thumb has three active joints in which the coupled joint shown
in Fig. 15 is replaced by an active one. The torsion springs
with stiffness 0.36 Nmm/deg (model: T026-120-250 for medial
and distal joint) and 0.65 Nmm/deg (T032-120-250 for proxi-
mal joint, SPEC Ltd) are mounted in the joint axis to guarantee
the joint moving back when the cable is relaxed. The base of
the thumb is fixed on the palm in an angle of 70° to the palm
from side view and 30° to the palm from the top view. We find
that this mounting manner is most appropriate for the thumb
to perform precise grasping and power grasping in the current
quantity of DoF. Under this framework, we map the rotation of
human thumb to the flexion/extension of MCP joint of the robot
thumb, which is similar to the joint mapping of CyberHand
used in [35].

Fig. 13. Prototype of anthropomorphic hand based on the proposed principle
of mechanical implementation of kinematic synergy. Two local views about the
prototype are also given: the velocity synthesis mechanism and springs used to
implement soft synergy and cables tensioning.

Fig. 14. Cable router in the velocity synthesis mechanism. The extension
spring connected the left and right moveable pulleys is used to tension the
cables winding around cam mechanism.

In order to assign compliant ability to the anthropomor-
phic hand, in case the final envelope formed by the hand pos-
ture is not consistent with the object shape, extension springs
are placed into the tendon route between the fingers and the drive
mechanism (refer to the springs for soft synergy in Fig. 12). The
function of actuation mechanism is more like the conception of
soft synergies which is first proposed in [36] and further devel-
oped in [37]. In fact, these extension springs are crucial to the
appropriate grasp, because the drive mechanism is rigid and the
stall of any finger joint during the input-shaft rotation will in-
terrupt the motion of other joints, and even deform the grasped
object if no tendons are broken in this case.

For the two types of spring in the cable router of the prototype,
as shown in Fig. 13, the stiffness of the springs implementing
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Fig. 15. Mechanism of one typical finger. Two section views are given to
illustrate the involved cable routes.

Fig. 16. Distribution of transmission ratio pair (K1, K2). According to the final
hand shape and involved fingers function, the transmission pairs are generally
classified into two groups. The first one is called by power grasp and fingertip
grasp with four or five fingers. These movements generally require almost all
finger roughly flexed as enveloped shape to hold object without precision. The
second one is called by tripod grasp and precision grasping with two or three
fingers. These movements generally require the thumb, index, and optional
middle finger to grasp object by fingertips.

the function of soft synergy are not optimized and uniformly
specified as 4 N/mm (model: E0360-055-1750M, SPEC Ltd.)
just for the appropriate grasping force. The lower ends of these
springs are connected to the upper-lower movable pulleys. The
other type of springs for tensioning the cables are suspended
at the shelf and the other ends are also connected to the upper-
lower movable pulleys. The stiffness of this type of spring is

specified as 0.2 N/mm (model: E0360-031-1750M, SPEC Ltd.).
Considering the input-shafts have to provide enough torque to
overcome the spring’s extension force, the motor with nomi-
nal output torque 3.6 Nm (model: DBM32.60.36.100 (APE32),
MOTEC Ltd.) is employed in the prototype.

According to the (8) and the (17), the transmission ratio is
linearly proportional to the weight of the kinematic synergy.
Based on weights that are computed from the SVD decomposi-
tion of experimental data, the distribution of transmission ratio
pair (K1 , K2) are shown in Fig. 16. According to the trial data,
the range of the ratio K1 and K2 is (0, 2) and (−1.5, 1.5),
respectively. In the proposed hand prototype, the designed
ranges for K1 and K2 are selected to be (0.3, 2) and (0.3, 1.5)
considering the design feasibility of the ratio regulator. The mi-
nus value of K2 in the range (−1.5, −0.3) can be implemented
by inversely rotating the second input-shaft. Thus, except for a
small region that cannot be reached, the designed ratio regulator
can approximate most of the real ratios.

In our experiment, the grasp task and its related objects can
be generally defined as grasp pattern which follows the grasp
taxonomy proposed by Cutkosky [33]. All the grasp trials per-
formed by the same grasp pattern can be grouped together. The
corresponding transmission ratio pairs grouped on plane can
be represented by their average point. This average point, i.e.,
average transmission ratio pair, can be viewed as the typical rep-
resentative for the grasp pattern. All typical transmission ratio
pairs can be organized as grasp patterns and stored in the hand
controller. In order to generate practical grasping movement, it
is required only to specify the corresponding transmission ratio
pair according to the grasp pattern and then averagely rotate the
input-shafts one cycle.

The prototype in the current version does not replicate all
possible joints of the human hand, such as the thumb rotation
and abduction between fingers. This prototype is just for illus-
tration of the implementation possibility of the continual motion
generation of the robotic hand whose joints are driven by the
eigen cam groups. If more DoFs are added to the prototype,
more cams will be involved and the robotic hand can realize
more comprehensive grasping movement.

V. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT

A. Simulation Based on Synergy Synthesis

In order to simply illustrate how the transmission ratio affects
temporal evolvement of hand posture, here we select four typical
transmission ratios for each synergy. The corresponded time-
varying hand postures for each transmission ratio are averagely
sampled along the motion time by five snapshots (see Fig. 17).

The first kinematic synergy mainly generates the power grasp-
ing movement. A bigger transmission ratio means more flexion
posture. The second kinematic synergy mainly generates the
precision grasp. Similarly, the flexion extent is in proportion to
value of transmission ratio. Especially, the ring and pinky fin-
gers inversely flex to the back of palm when the transmission
ratio is positive, while the thumb, index, and middle finger flex
inversely to the back of palm when the transmission ratio is nega-
tive. This phenomenon indicates that the first kinematic synergy
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Fig. 17. Temporal sequence of hand postures at different transmission ratio
corresponding to (a) the first synergy and (b) the second synergy, respectively.

plays the significant role in grasp posture formation, especially
the power grasping movement, while the second kinematic syn-
ergy just counteracts part of the fingers flexion generated by
the first kinematic synergy for producing complex movement,
such as precision grasp. Due to mechanical constraints, no joint
can inversely flex and thus there is no physical meaning to use
the second velocity synergy alone. The rotation of second eigen
cam group should be always in company with the rotation of
first eigen cam group.

Fig. 18. Resultant temporal sequence of hand postures by combing the first
and second synergy at different transmission ratios.

Via combining the two kinematic synergies under different
weight (transmission ratio), practical grasping movement can be
approximately generated. Fig. 18 gives four exampled resulting
motions of the two kinematic synergies: grasping bottle with
three fingers, power-grasping triangle, power-grasping cylinder,
and precisely grasping sphere with three fingers. Due to the gap
between robot thumb and human thumb on DoF distribution, the
thumb movement of robotic hand is slightly different from that
of human thumb, especially in the movement of power grasping
cylinder. The joint trajectories for the movements under four
transmission ratio pairs, i.e., (4/3, −1.5), (1, 1.5), (5/3, 1), and
(1/3, 1), are given in Fig. 21. All joint ranges are mechanically
limited in [−8º, 115º], and the joint whose synthesis motion
over this limitation will halt (see the P-PIP and M-PIP joint in
Fig. 21(a) and (c), respectively).

As shown in Fig. 21, different combinations of transmission
ratios of the two kinematic synergies produce generally different
hand grasp patterns. Although more complex grasping move-
ments can be reproduced by using more kinematic synergies
[18], it will dramatically increase complexity on mechanism
implementation.

B. Grasping Experiments by the Prototype

Here, we select three grasping tasks to validate the contin-
ual grasping ability: grasping a sphere, grasping a triangle, and
grasping a cylinder. The initial posture for all tasks is the fingers
in full extension. The transmission ratio pair of the three tasks
are set to (4/3, −1.5), (1, 1.5), and (5/3, 1), respectively. The
motion time is one second. When the two input motors aver-
agely rotate one cycle, the temporal postures reach to the final
grasp configuration. Like the illustration in the aforementioned
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Fig. 19. The temporal posture sequence of the prototype continual grasping
three objects in one second: (a) sphere, (b) triangle, and (c) cylinder. The
corresponding transmission ratio pairs (K1, K2) are (4/3, –1.5), (1, 1.5), and
(5/3, 1), respectively.

simulation, we also give five snapshots averagely sampled along
the motion time for each task (see Fig. 19).

When the fingers freely move in space without contacting
any objects, the hand posture variation and joints displacement
at the end of cam rotation are only dependent on the specified
transmission ratio, which is shown in Fig. 18. Thus, the hand
posture at the end of the cam rotation is impossible to actively
change into other posture in free space for the given trans-
mission ratio. However, if the hand moves in the constrained
space, i.e., grasping objects, the final hand posture will not be
the posture formed in free space but dependent on the object
shapes that are different in scale. This adaptability comes from
the used springs implementing soft synergy (see Fig. 13). To
illustrate this adaptability, Fig. 20(a) and (b) gives the exper-
iment results in which the hand grasps two different sphere
under the same transmission ratio pair (1/3, 1). Moreover, in
order to clearly show the influence of transmission ratio varia-
tion on the grasp pattern, we make a minor change of the ratio
pair to be (2/3, 1), the resultant grasp pattern therefore gives
some variation on ring and pinky fingers, which is shown in
Fig. 20(c).

Additionally, the motion capability of the proposed hand can
be generally evaluated by some metrics in the literature [38].
However, for simple operation and quantitative evaluation con-
sideration, the modified relative mean squared error (mRMSE)
with dimension free is employed here to evaluate posture differ-
ence between robotic hand and human hand at each status along

Fig. 20. Temporal sequence of the prototype grasping spheres with different
diameter using precision grasp pattern. The transmission ratio pair for grasping
sphere in (a) small diameter and (b) big diameter are both (1/3, 1). After minor
changing the ratio pair to (2/3, 1), the grasp pattern therefore changes to (c).

the motion time

mRMSE =

√
1

n − 1
· ‖Prd − Phd‖2

‖Phd‖2 (19)

where the Phd and Prd represent human and robotic hand pos-
tures, respectively. The hand posture consisting of the consid-
ered joints angle is formulated as vector. The joint angles of
robotic hand are measured by the VICON system (Oxford Met-
rics Ltd, U.K.). To use this evaluation index, the joint data of
robotic hand comes from the grasping movements in which no
objects are put into the grasp region to ensure the fingers mov-
ing freely to replicate the human hand posture. Moreover, in
order to avoid the nonzero angle at initial status due to the dif-
ference of cable tensioning degree, we use the relative angle
variation instead of absolute angle for the evaluation. The four
grasping movements shown in Fig. 18 are performed to evaluate
the posture difference between the robotic and the human hand
along motion time. The corresponding transmission ratio pairs
for the robotic hand are specified according to the values shown
in Fig. 18. Each grasp trial performed by the robotic hand are
evaluated with four grasps performed by four subjects, respec-
tively. Thus, the evaluation result of each grasp corresponds to
four error curves. The evaluation results are shown in Fig. 22. As
it shown, the posture difference between the robotic hand and
human hand among the motion time keep on relatively low level
(less than 20%). The most variation of the error are observed
mainly in the first 0.6 s which covers the mainly flexing stage
of the robotic hand fingers (see Fig. 21). Due to the angular
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Fig. 21. The joint trajectories in free space under four transmission ratio pairs: (a) (4/3, –1.5), (b) (1, 1.5), (c) (5/3, 1), and (d) (1/3, 1), respectively.

Fig. 22. Evaluation result of the time-varying posture difference between robotic hand moving in free space and human hand. For each grasp pattern from
(a) to (d), the performance of the robotics hand is evaluated by mRMSE with the same grasps performed by four subjects. The correspondence between transmission
ratio pair and grasp pattern are: (a) (4/3, –1.5) to tripod grasp sphere, (b) (1, 1.5) to power grasp triangle, (c) (5/3, 1) to power grasp cylinder, and (d) (1/3, 1) to
precision grasp bottle with two fingers.

velocity profile discrepancy between the robotic and human
hand, the accumulative error increases in the first half of the
motion time. This motion reconstruction error mainly originates
from the limited number of employed velocity synergies.

However, the simulation and hand grasping experiments val-
idate the proposed mechanical implementation principle of
kinematic synergy on generating continual grasping movement.
Although the motion period is considered as one second for one
cycle in the design framework, the input shafts of the anthropo-
morphic hand prototype are allowed to rotate fast or slower than
2π rad/s. The motor rotating one cycle in long time gives the
slow grasping, whereas the short time brings quick grasping.

VI. DISCUSSION

A. Cam Design and Grasping Motion Extending

As shown in Fig. 5, the initial and end velocity of each com-
ponent in the kinematic synergy is not absolutely equal to zero
due to the error in data post procedure. Thus, according to the
design formula [see (11)], the corresponded cam radius at 0°
and 360° may not be the same value. This phenomenon lead
to dis-close and nonsmooth contour at the connecting point.
However, this problem can be eliminated by locally adjusting
the continuity of the contour curve at the connecting point.
The geometrical constraints about curve continuity available

in the literature of computer graphics, such as equal curva-
ture and equal second-order derivative [39], are applied to the
connecting point in parameter space to ensure the continuity
and smoothness.

In this paper, the initial posture in fully extending status is
specified as the equilibrium state for the kinematic synergy
motion synthesis. This design principle is based on mimick-
ing human hand’s natural movement. However, the proposed
design principle about eigen cam group and ratio regulator can
be possibly extended to the object-specific grasping movements
in which the grasp postures are considered as equilibrium state.
In this case, the underlying human hand motion data comes
from the experiment in which the hand moves from one grasp-
ing posture instead of the fully extending posture to another
grasping posture.

B. Transmission Ratio Distribution and Specification

According to the distribution of transmission ratio pair shown
in Fig. 16, the point near the coordinate axis is generally small
and these values are difficult to be implemented using the pro-
posed cable and pulley mechanism because the small ratio
requires the small radius of ratio regulator which brings the
strength problem. That is why the absolute low limit of the
transmission ratio in the previous section is set to 0.3. Actually,
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Fig. 23. Unreachable region and degression region on the transmission ratio
plane.

the smaller transmission ratio below the absolute low limit has
a little effect on the evolvement of hand grasping posture, thus
the absolute ratio value below 0.3 can be ignored and set to
zero. The zero ratio means the corresponding input shaft of
the eigen cam group is motionless during the motion synthesis.
Meanwhile, because the second eigen cam group cannot rotate
independently and the transmission ratios of the first eigen cam
group are always positive for nearly all grasp patterns, it results
in the region (K1 < 0.3) in the transmission ratio pair plane
(Fig. 16) to be unused by the ratio regulator. We call this region
the unreachable region (see Fig. 23). Outside the unreachable
region, the region in which the transmission ratio for the second
eigen cam group degenerates to zero is called the degression
region. As shown in Fig. 23, these two regions divide experi-
mental data on the transmission ratio plane into four parts. The
ratio pairs, which are outside the unreachable and degression
regions, can be freely used to generate proper grasping move-
ment. The ratio pairs in the degression region can only generate
the grasping movements that are formed by the first eigen cam
group.

In the current version of the anthropomorphic hand proto-
type, the transmission ratio in each ratio regulator mechanism is
manually changed. In fact, two additional motors, such as linear
motors, can be employed to automatically adjust the position of
the slipping ring in the ratio regulator because all ratio regula-
tors corresponding to one eigen cam group are always set to the
same ratio. Thus, what type of command required by these two
motors is just the pattern signal corresponding to the transmis-
sion ratio pair. The other two motors installed on the input shaft
of the eigen cam group can be viewed as an average rotation
generator. In such a case, the hand controller first adjusts the
transmission ratio to proper value according to the grasp pattern
and then drives the two eigen cam groups to averagely rotate
one cycle (only the first cam group rotating if the transmission
ratio pair falls into the degression region).

C. Error of Hand Posture Reconstruction

Only two angular velocity synergies used are the main as-
pect accounting for the posture discrepancy between the robotic
and human hand. More synergies can improve the reconstruc-
tion precision of velocity and thus improve the posture pre-
cision; however, it will introduce mechanical complexity. An-
other aspect is the insufficient DoFs of the thumb and the hand
cannot make the grasping movement involving thumb rotation
and abduction, such as lateral pinch. This limitation can be
easily overcome by adding more mechanical DoFs. The long
mechanical transmission chain also introduces some error in
the posture reconstruction. It can be improved by designing
more compact transmission chains. However, there is no doubt
about the significance of the proposed principle for design-
ing an anthropomorphic hand and simplifying the control of
continual grasping task.

Our work is inspired by the Vinjamuri et al. [18], in which the
more general hand movement in a nonfixed onset time is simu-
lated by accumulating the multiweighted time-shifted versions
of synergies. In fact, if only considering the movements in nor-
malized motion duration, the simple combination of weighted
synergies is acceptable to reconstruct the original velocity.

D. Compliant Grasp Ability

The extension springs on each tendon acting as a soft synergy
function (see Fig. 13) bring the anthropomorphic hand compli-
ant ability. Before contacting the object, the time-varying pos-
ture in free space is determined by the transmission ratio pair.
The grasp compliance shows out once any finger contacts the
object, especially for the objects whose shape is not consistent
with envelope formed by the final grasp posture in free space.
For a given transmission ratio pair, the more the inconsistency,
the greater the grasp stiffness obtained. Generally, the grasp
stiffness is proportional to the stiffness of the employed exten-
sion springs. The compliance of our proposed anthropomorphic
hand can be considered as one of different features from the MIT
hand that is designed based on mechanical implementation of
static posture synergy [28].

The additional benefit of the compliant ability is that the
appropriate grasp force is introduced after the fingers contact the
objects. The evolution of grasp force is dependent on the selected
transmission ratio pair, spring stiffness, and object shape. The
analysis of static grasp force at each configuration of the under-
actuated hand with soft synergy is studied in [37]. However, it is
a different work to analyze the dynamic grasp force during the
continually compliant grasp based on the kinematic synergy. It
is viewed as the scope of our future work.

E. Advantage and Potential Applications

The main contribution of the proposed design principle for the
anthropomorphic hand is that the continual grasping movement
is only dependent on the selection of transmission ratio pair
and no additional procedures, such as computing time-varying
weight of each synergy and presetting zero-offset configuration
before grasping, are required. The complexity of the control
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strategy is dramatically reduced. The general correspondence
between transmission ratio pair and grasp pattern can be con-
structed by performing quantities of grasp experiment.

The proposed design principle would be particularly useful
to design multiDoF myoelectric prosthetic hands in case where
the whole drive mechanism would be integrated into the palm.
The sEMG signal based pattern recognition and event driven
finite-state are prevalently studied to control prosthetic hand
multigrasp [35], [40]–[47]. The recognized patterns or events
evoked by the input is possibly related to the transmission pair,
because the transmission pair in our study and the sEMG pattern
both represent some grasp pattern.

The proposed design will also have potential impact on
two other application areas. One is designing multifinger end-
effector used in an industrial environment or in daily human-
centered environments for integrated grasping and manipulation
[10]. The second is to construct a humanoid platform with com-
prehensive grasp ability but easy-to-construct gripper that al-
lows the implementation and tests of various research activities
[48], [49].

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented a design principle of mechanical im-
plementation of human hand kinematic synergy for continual
motion generation of anthropomorphic hand. The principle does
not require solving the temporal weight sequence of each syn-
ergy and presetting zero-configuration exited in current anthro-
pomorphic hands based on the static posture synergy. Two most
significant kinematic synergies observed in angular velocity
profile are extracted from quantities of human hand grasping
trials and implemented by the two eigen cam groups, respec-
tively. The continual grasping of the anthropomorphic hand is
only dependent on prespecifying the transmission ratio pair and
the input motors just need to rotate averagely one cycle during
the motion time.

The grasping simulation and experiment of the developed
prototype demonstrate the continual grasping ability under dif-
ferent transmission ratio pairs. We also give the time-varying
posture evolvement law of each single kinematic synergy. The
distribution of transmission ratio pair corresponding to the fea-
sible grasp patterns of the prototype hand is also elaborated.

The potential application of the design principle is the pros-
thetic hand whose control source is pattern signal from sEMG.
We are currently developing a comprehensive anthropomorphic
hand toward improving the grasping quality and implementing
sense feedback by adding more mechanical DoFs and tactile
sensors. Additionally, designing a more compact drive mecha-
nism for integration into the hand palm will give the hand more
particular utility. It is also viewed as the scope of our future
work.
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